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Abstract

Disappearance phenomena, in which salient visual stimuli do not register consciously, have been known to occur. Recovery from

such phenomena typically occurs through change in some visual attribute, such as increase in luminance contrast or stimulus

duration. Thus far, there have been no reports of cross-modal modulation of disappearance phenomena. In particular, what effect a

cross-modal attentional cue has on sensory suppression is unknown. Here, we show that an adapted, flickered visual target that is

synchronous with a brief sound appears more vivid than a similarly adapted, otherwise identical, visual target that is offset in time by

more than 200 ms from the auditory cue. We argue that the brief auditory stimuli momentarily boost the concurrent signal of the

adapted visual stimulus at a site downstream of the visual adaptation, thus causing the transient recovery from the visual adap-

tation. Repetitive visual cues cause significantly less recovery from visual adaptation than repetitive auditory cues, implying that

there are functions a cross-modal cue can perform that a cue of the same modality cannot. Moreover repetitive auditory cues

selectively prevent synchronous visual targets from undergoing visual adaptation. Ours is the first report of cross-modal modulation

of a disappearance phenomenon.

� 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Disappearance phenomena are phenomena in which

information is ignored owing not from a failure to
activate retinal photoreceptors, but from explicit ‘eras-

ing’ or lack of conscious encoding later in the visual

system. There are several examples of disappearance

phenomena, including binocular (Blake, 1989) and

monocular (Andrews & Purves, 1997; Campbell, Glin-

sky, Howel, Riggs, & Atkinson, 1973) rivalry, motion-

induced blindness (Bonneh, Cooperman, & Sagi, 2001)

and after-images that disappear and reappear (Bennet-
Clark & Evans, 1963). In these phenomena, the stimulus

elicits a reliable response at the earliest sensory stages,

but is then suppressed at some higher level in the brain

prior to reaching visual awareness. A physically sub-

threshold stimulus is not consciously registered either,

but, unlike disappearance phenomena, it fails to elicit a

reliable response even at the earliest sensory stages
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(including, perhaps, retinal photoreceptors). Modula-

tion of disappearance phenomena occurs at multiple

levels of the nervous system, and sometimes it takes the

form of a high-level change of a visual attribute. For
instance, the abrupt appearance of a stimulus in one eye

causes the stimulus presented in the other eye to disap-

pear from consciousness (Wolfe, 1986), or the visual

grouping of target items changes the dynamics of mo-

tion-induced blindness (Bonneh et al., 2001). An even

clearer demonstration of a difference in the brain’s re-

sponse to an above-threshold stimulus not consciously

registered, and that to a sub-threshold stimulus is if a
stimulus of a different modality modulates the percep-

tion of a disappearance phenomenon but fails to im-

prove the detection of a sub-threshold stimulus.

Visual adaptation, in particular Troxler fading, is a

known disappearance phenomenon. After one gazes on

a flickering colored object for a minute or so, it fades

from perception and is filled in perceptually by the

surround, which is of a different color (Shimojo & Ka-
mitani, 2001; Troxler, 1804). Neuronal fatigue resulting

from the over-stimulation of neurons in the lateral

geniculate nucleus (LGN; Clarke & Belcher, 1962) and
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the retinal ganglia (Kotulak & Schor, 1986; Millodot,

1967), two sites that lie upstream of striate cortex (V1),

is believed to underlie Troxler fading (cf. Dennett’s,

1991 criticism of the idea that there is a place in the

brain where consciousness happens as ‘‘vestigial Carte-

sianism’’). Of importance, there are some projections

from auditory centers to V1 (Falchier, Clavagnier, Ba-

rone, & Kennedy, 2002; Rockland & Ojima, 2002), but
none from auditory centers to the LGN or the retina.

Thus, if an auditory stimulus were to interact with

Troxler fading, it would have to be at a site downstream

of where the initial fade took place. An effect of sound

on Troxler fading would, therefore, be an example of

high-level modulation of a low-level disappearance

phenomenon. Although an auditory cue is known to

modulate visual salience (Stein, London, Wilkinson, &
Price, 1996; Vroomen & de Gelder, 2000), disappearance

phenomena have never been studied in this regard.

Here, we report that repetitive auditory cues selecti-

vely enhance the visibility of synchronous visual targets,

preventing them from undergoing visual adaptation and

causing previously adapted targets to recover. Ours is

one of the first reports of cross-modal modulation of a

disappearance phenomenon.
2. Materials and methods

All stimuli were presented on a SONY Trinitron

monitor (75 Hz refresh; 37.5 cm · 30 cm viewing area)
under control of a MAC G4 running MATLAB

(Mathworks Inc.) and Psychophysics Toolbox (Brai-

nard, 1997; Pelli, 1997). The observers sat comfortably
in a chair in front of the computer screen at a viewing

distance of 57 cm, with their heads in a chinrest (Han-

daya Co., Japan). Two loudspeakers (Altec Lansing

Satellite 31 speakers) were positioned 25 cm on either

side of the middle and at the same vertical level as the

visual display. Viewing was binocular. All experiments

were conducted in room illumination.

2.1. Adaptation recovery task

The fixation point (FP), located in the center of a

green screen (CIE coordinates, x ¼ 0:446, y ¼ 0:568,
37.9 cd/m2), was a white circular dot (CIE coordinates,

x ¼ 0:313, y ¼ 0:329, 100.4 cd/m2, diameter¼ 12.4 arc-
min). A red circular target (diameter¼ 5.0�, CIE coor-
dinates, x ¼ 0:541, y ¼ 0:451, 34.7 cd/m2), centered 10.4�
left or right of the FP, appeared at the beginning of each

trial. It lasted for 27 ms before being turned off. 133–293

ms (the actual time was randomly chosen from within

this range) following its offset, a second target, identical
in all respects to the first, appeared on the opposite side

of the FP (Fig. 1A). It too stayed on for 27 ms and then

turned off, followed, as before, by a random (133–293
ms) time interval after which the first target appeared

again in its location. The adaptation cycle of target

alternations lasted for 4 min. Each trial of the test phase

lasted 24 s (50 alternations) total, and began with a top-

up adaptation phase with the same cycle of alternations

between the two targets for 16.8 s (35 alternations).

After this, a click (2.2 ms duration, r.m.s. intensity¼ 71
or 42 dBa SPL measured in fast mode by a Bruel and
Kjaer Microphone Amplifier and Meter, Model 2604;

sound intensity made no difference to the results, see

Sheth & Shimojo, 2002), occurred on both speakers, 14

ms after the onset of one of the targets, and the trial

continued for another 7.2 s (15 alternations) with the

sound synchronously presented with the chosen target.

On a given trial, the selection of which target for syn-

chronous presentation with the sound was random, but
was counter-balanced between left and right choices

across trials. Timing of sound and target were such that

the sound was presented while the target was present on

the screen. At trial’s end, the targets and sound were

turned off, and the observer had to report, in a self-

paced manner, whether the left or right target appeared

more salient after the sound came on. There were 30

trials total. The task typically took 20–25 min total.

2.2. Adaptation blocking task

On each trial, two targets, identical in stimulus

parameters, alternately flickered on until the participant
responded (same values as in the adaptation recovery

task). One of the targets was accompanied by a syn-

chronous sound (equal, non-zero amplitudes at DC and

11 kHZ frequencies, 2.2 ms duration, r.m.s. inten-

sity¼ 71 dBa SPL) from the beginning of the trial. Each
target stayed on for 27 ms during each cycle of adap-

tation, and there was a random 133–293 ms interval

between targets. The participant viewed the screen until
one of the targets (left or right) disappeared from per-

ception. The trial ended when he or she responded with

a keypress (left or right). There were 10 trials total. The

sound was synchronous with each (left/right) of the two

targets on 5/10 trials. A typical observer took 30 min to

complete the task.
3. Results

3.1. Transient auditory cues transiently focus exogenous

attention on visual stimuli nearby in time

Auditory–visual synchrony is usually the optimal

temporal setting for audio–visual interaction. Various

cross-modal effects peak at auditory–visual synchrony
(Sekuler, Sekuler, & Lau, 1997; Shimojo, Miyauchi, &

Hikosaka, 1997). Absolute judgments of effect strength

are susceptible to non-sensory variables such as the
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Fig. 1. Sound as an exogenous attentional cue. (A) Group reports of target salience as a function of target contrast on the two near-threshold targets

experiment are shown. One of the targets (left or right, inset shows left) was synchronized with a sound from the start of each trial. Each point is the

mean of 180 (30· 6 observers) trials. Error bars are one between-observer standard error (s.e.m.). Color contrast (Red/Redmax)/(Red/Redmax +Green/
Greenmax) of the red targets varied from 0.4971 (low) to 0.5421 (high) in three observers, and from 0.4762 (low) to 0.5189 (high) in the remaining three

observers. (B) Group reports of relative visual target salience as a function of audio–visual target asynchrony. The inset illustrates the stimulus

sequence in the synchronous sound condition, with the visual target on the left in this illustration. Negative values on the abscissa (points left of the 0

ms SOA dashed line) signify trials on which the sound physically preceded the visual target nearer in time. Each point is the mean of 120 (30· 4
observers) trials. Error bars signify one s.e.m. Straight lines connect individual points. Asterisks denote significant (single asterisk: p < 0:05, double

asterisk: p < 0:005) deviation from chance (50%, solid red line) as determined by a paired t-test for the given SOA. The 14 ms SOA data point was
obtained in a different experimental session but on the same four observers (A, highest contrast stimulus). Although high in value (70%), the data

point was not significant ðp > 0:1Þ.
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observer’s behavioral state, recent stimulus history and

instruction set. Thus, a side-by-side comparison of the

effect strengths of synchronous and asynchronous events

on the same trial (called the paired-comparison method,

Odgaard, Arieh, & Marks, 2003) is likely to be a better

‘‘criterion-free’’ test of the strength of the audiovisual
interaction.

Two low contrast, barely visible targets, one located

left and another right of fixation, alternately flickered on

and off. One of the targets was synchronized with a

sound from the start (Fig. 1A, inset). So as to keep

adaptation to a minimum, this cycle was repeated only

five times, with the sound present and synchronous with

the same target all five times. Across trials, we varied
target chromatic contrast within a small range around

visibility. The observer’s task was to report whether the

left or right target appeared more salient, namely which
target appeared more distinct from the background. By

using two targets, the observer had to report whether the

left or right target appeared more salient after the sound

came on. By using two targets, one on either side of

fixation, we minimized eye movement artifacts. As Fig.

1A depicts, over a range of chromatic contrasts, the
observer predominantly judged the target synchronous

with the sound as more salient. Thus, sound enhances

the salience or perceptibility of a concurrent visual

stimulus, and can be thought of as a temporal cue that

focuses attention on a specific instant in time for pref-

erential processing. Past studies have used sound to

guide the observer’s attention to a discrete moment in

time (Stein et al., 1996; Vroomen & de Gelder, 2000).
To examine how the sound directed visual attention

in this paradigm, we varied the SOA between the audi-

tory cues and the visual targets (Fig. 1B, inset).
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According to a stimulus-driven or exogenous attention

account based on studies of visual attention (Jonides,

1981), an exogenous cue has maximum impact on the

target if it precedes the target by no more than 50–100

ms. Assuming that exogenous cues of various modalities

all have maximum impact at similar timing, a auditory

cue preceding the visual target by 200 ms or less should

enhance visual salience the most (McDonald, Teder-
S€alej€arvi, & Hillyard, 2000). On a second account,
summation of auditory and visual signals enhances vi-

sual salience; so, the sound should have maximum im-

pact if it is synchronous with the visual target (0 SOA),

or, because auditory neural delays are known to be 50

ms shorter than visual (Goldstone & Lhamon, 1972;

Keele, 1986), if the sound follows the target by 50 ms.

On a third account, the sound is an endogenous, cog-
nitive cue. Endogenous cues are typically slower because

top-down signals are slow, so the sound should have

maximum impact if it precedes the target by 200–400 ms

(Posner, 1978; Posner, Nissen, & Klein, 1976; Posner,

Nissen, & Ogden, 1978). Thus, SOA dependency pro-

vides a behavioral ‘‘fingerprint’’ for how auditory

attentional cues impact visual perception.

The data were consistent with the first account: the
auditory cue maximally enhanced visual salience if the

sound preceded the visual target by 50–100 ms (Fig. 1B).

Contrary to the second account, if the sound followed

the target by 50–100 ms, it had little impact. Contrary to

the third account, if the sound preceded the target by

250 ms (or more), it decreased visual salience, if any-

thing. In sum, the sound behaved as an attentional cue

that exogenously cues attention to the visual target
appearing 50–100 ms later (McDonald et al., 2000;

Vroomen & de Gelder, 2000; Watanabe & Shimojo,

1998; see Driver & Spence, 1998 for a review).

3.2. Auditory cues cause previously adapted visual stimuli

synchronous with them to recover

Can an auditory stimulus that behaves as an exoge-

nous cue focusing visual attention on certain moments

in time modulate visual adaptation? Specifically, can

repetitive auditory cues cause a previously adapted

visual stimulus to recover from Troxler fading (i.e. de-

adapt the visual stimulus)? Endogenous visual atten-
tional cues are known to enhance Troxler fading (Lou,

1999) but the effects of exogenous cues on Troxler fading

have not been explored.

From a multisensory perspective, it is known that an

auditory cue modulates visual salience. A visual target

interspersed among non-targets was more detectable if a

salient sound was played in approximate synchrony

(SOA<250 ms) with it (Vroomen & de Gelder, 2000).
The target in Vroomen and de Gelder (2000) was an

object (four spots arranged at the corners of an imagi-

nary diamond); thus the auditory cue in their study
probably affected visual processing in high-level cortical

areas that process objects. In Stein et al. (1996), sound

enhanced the perceived brightness of a synchronous

foveal light; no comparison was made of the effects of

synchronous and non-synchronous sounds, however. V1

is a known neural correlate of the brightness percept

(Kinoshita & Komatsu, 2001; Rossi & Paradiso, 1999).

Thus, it seems that sound can modulate visual percepts
arising in cortex, including perhaps those that arise in

V1 (Odgaard et al., 2003 claimed that the enhancement

is eliminated if a paired-comparison method test is used

and if the sound accompanies the light on 25% and not

50% of trials; they proposed an alternative account

based on response bias). This claim is not surprising in

light of recent evidence for connections from auditory

centers to V1 (Bhattacharya, Shams, & Shimojo, 2002;
Falchier et al., 2002; Giard & Peronnet, 1999; Rockland

& Ojima, 2002; Shams, Kamitani, Thompson, & Shim-

ojo, 2001). These findings beg the question of whether

sound can affect the processing in even lower levels of

the visual pathway. On the one hand, there are no

known projections from the auditory brain areas to the

LGN or the retina. On the other hand, the LGN receives

profuse feedback projections from V1 (Erisir, Van
Horn, & Sherman, 1997; Montero, 1991; Murphy,

Duckett, & Sillito, 1999; Wilson, Friedlander, & Sher-

man, 1984), and V1 receives projections from auditory

areas. Thus, the auditory areasfiV1fiLGN polysyn-
aptic pathway could be one route, albeit indirect, for

sound to affect visual processing in the LGN. Because

the LGN is a known neural correlate of Troxler fading

(Clarke & Belcher, 1962), studying the effects of sound
on Troxler fading may help answer the question of

whether sound can effect processing in the LGN.

We employed near-threshold visual targets in an

experimental paradigm and tested for the effects of

sound on their perception. A target appeared momen-

tarily to the left or right of fixation (FP in Fig. 2A). A

random time (133–293 ms) following its offset, another

target appeared on the opposite side of fixation, fol-
lowed, between 133 ms to 293 ms later, by the first

target. This adaptation cycle continued for 4 min, long

enough for the perception of the two targets to be

blurred and to be filled in by the background (Shimojo

& Kamitani, 2001). There was a seamless transition into

the test phase. Each trial of the test phase began with a

28 s long top-up adaptation phase. In the subsequent

‘‘sound on’’ phase of the trial, a clearly audible sound
nearly synchronous with one of the two targets, was

played. This was repeated five times, with the sound

present and synchronous with the same target all five

times. The random nature of the time interval (266–486

ms) between two successive sounds prevented the ob-

server from ever acquiring prior knowledge of exactly

when the sound would be played. At trial’s end, the

observer had to report whether the left or right target



Fig. 2. Sound-induced recovery from visual adaptation (de-adaptation). (A) The sequence of stimuli and how the stimuli physically appear in the

adaptation experiment are shown. Two red targets––one on either side of fixation (FP, shown in white), flickered back and forth on a green

background in the adaptation phase (i). In the ‘‘sound on’’ phase that was at the end of each trial (ii), a sound was synchronously presented with one

of the targets (left target in the figure). (B) How the stimuli typically appear to the observer at the end of adaptation (i; the green background appears

to fill in), and in the ‘‘sound on’’ phase (ii; the left target that was accompanied in time by a sound appears more salient after the sound comes on).

Observers claimed that, on some trials, the targets disappeared entirely from their perception. (C) Individual reports of target salience for each of the

nine observers and the group mean in gray on the right is shown. The solid red line indicates chance performance (target synchronous with the sound

appears salient on 50% of trials), and the red dashed line indicates significance at the 0.05 level (sign test, 70% of trials).
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was more salient after the sound came on (paired-com-
parison method). Salience was defined subjectively for

each observer––which target stood out more from the

background (i.e. distinctive in space and time from the

background) in terms of its flicker and red color. Having

two targets on opposite sides of fixation helped minimize

deviations of the eye from fixation.

Our observers typically found that, over the course of

adaptation, both targets gradually took on the color of
the background i.e. the background filled in (Fig. 2B, i).

After the sound was turned on, perception changed: One

or both targets gradually became more salient from the

background (Fig. 2B, ii). Observers had to judge which
of the two targets appeared more salient from the
background once the sound came on. They tended to

choose the target that was concurrent with the sound

(Fig. 2C, mean±one across-subject standard error:

84.3 ± 2.2% of all trials; also see Stein et al., 1996). This

preference was significantly above chance (Fig. 2C, 50%,

solid line) for each of the nine observers (p < 0:05, sign
test for each. We nickname our effect the ‘‘beating heart

effect’’, as the sound is critical and the phenomenology is
akin to that of a beating heart). Anecdotally, observers

reported that sometimes, only the synchronous flicker

was visible, and other times, both targets stood out from

the background but the one synchronous with the sound
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stood out first and more sharply. Still, the recovery from

filling-in was partial and transient. It never equaled the

visually guided recovery usually observed following an

overt shift in eye position and consequent refreshing of

the retinal image.

3.3. Response bias?

A critical issue is whether the de-adaptation was a

genuine perceptual effect or whether it was due to re-

sponse bias, namely that the sound did not affect per-

ception but rather biased observers to respond for the

light concurrent with the sound. That is to say, the
sound merely affected post-perceptual decision pro-

cesses, and not attention or perception.

It is necessary––but not sufficient––that the targets be

clearly visible and temporally distinct so that the ob-

server’s post-perceptual mechanisms can match the

sound with the visible target synchronous with it. We

therefore conducted a new experiment to minimize the

effect of response bias by ensuring that the targets were
not visible following the adaptation. In order to achieve

this, one major change was made in experimental design.

Adaptation on a given trial did not terminate until the

observer reported, via a keypress, that both targets were

invisible. Following the keypress, the sound came on

synchronous with one of the targets, and stayed on until

the observer (n ¼ 4) responded ‘left’ or ‘right’. Observers
ðn ¼ 4Þ responded ‘left’ or ‘right’. The critical new ele-
ment was that the targets were not visible when the

sound was played, thus response bias could not play a

major role. There was a significant preference

(60.0 ± 5.1% of all trials, p < 0:05, sign test) for the
target synchronous with the sound, nonetheless. To

minimize further the influence of response bias, we did

an analogous experiment but now allowed the observer

ðn ¼ 5Þ three choices––‘left’, ‘right’ or ‘both’. Therefore,
if the observer did not perceive either target to be more

visible after the sound began playing, he or she could

now report ‘both’. Observers still reported ‘left’ or

‘right’, and not ‘both’, on 88% of all trials. Of the trials

in which the observers did not report ‘both’, they re-

ported the target synchronous with the sound on 65.2%

of them. The preference was significantly above chance

(50%, p < 0:01, sign test). The overall preference for the
target synchronous with the sound was smaller

(57.3%¼ 65.2% of 88% of all trials) than in the main
experiment (84.3%, p < 0:001, Wilcoxon rank sum test).
In sum, the experiments show that although response

bias was not a non-factor, it was not the key factor.

In visual cortex, attentional cues have an effect akin

to an increase in stimulus contrast (Martinez-Trujillo &

Treue, 2002). The auditory cue that focuses attention on
the concurrent visual target in our study may therefore

be able to compensate for an enhancement in chromatic

contrast in the non-concurrent target. To obtain a sen-
sory measure of the effect of sound synchrony, we pitted

the effect of sound synchrony with the sensory effect of

an increase in chromatic contrast following the adap-

tation. There were two kinds of trials––sound following

adaptation, and no sound following adaptation. Trials

of both conditions were randomly intermixed. As in the

previous experiment, observers ðn ¼ 5Þ waited until both
targets were invisible before proceeding to the next stage
of the trial. Immediately after the keypress (the FP

changed color from white to black upon keypress on all

trials) in the ‘‘no sound following adaptation’’ trials, the

chromatic contrast of one target was increased

(0.207fi 0.285 or 0.361, depending on the observer). It
was perceptibly redder––in the absence of prior adap-

tation-than before. On the ‘‘sound following adapta-

tion’’ trials, simultaneous with the contrast increase, a
sound began playing in synchrony with the remaining

lower contrast target. The observer’s task was to judge

whether the target synchronous with the auditory cue or

the target asynchronous with the auditory cue but of

higher chromatic contrast appeared more salient. The

experiment thus provided a quantitative albeit crude,

sensory or perceptual measure of the impact of sound

synchrony on visual perception. Observers did not know
prior to the experiment that the contrast of one target

was increased, or that the other was paired with a sound,

nor did they acquire conscious knowledge of it later, as

post-task questioning revealed. All observers favored

the high chromatic contrast target on the ‘‘no sound

following adaptation’’ trials (65.0 ± 4.0% of all trials;

observers reported ‘both’ on 1% of trials). All favored it

substantially less on the ‘‘sound following adaptation’’
trials (46 ± 6.2%; observers reported ‘both’ on 0% of

trials) when the target paired with a synchronous sound

was in competition with it (p < 0:05, sign test). This
suggests that the auditory stimulus had a measurable

perceptual impact on vision.

3.4. Eye movements?

One account of sound-induced de-adaptation or

recovery from adaptation is based on ventriloquism.

Attraction of the perceived location of an unlocalizable

sound causes reflexive eye movements to be more fre-

quent toward the cued light. Studies of ventriloquized
sound (Spence & Driver, 2000; Vroomen, Bertelson, &

de Gelder, 2001) have shown that ventriloquism is

automatic. Thus, the ventriloquism account indirectly

supports our claim that the sound in our study was an

exogenous cue that automatically drew attention to the

concurrent light. Reflexive eye movements can thus be

thought of as an overt end-result of attentional redi-

rection toward the synchronous light by the unlocaliz-
able sound, and not the cause of the de-adaptation.

Our observers were na€ıve to the purpose of the task,
but were trained psychophysicists, so eye movements to
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the ‘‘cued’’ target synchronous with the sound were not

likely. We monitored the eye movements (Eyelink II, SR

Research) of two observers and observed almost no

saccadic eye movements in any direction even after the

sound came on. Moreover, the small drifts in eye posi-

tion that occurred during viewing did not appear to

correlate with their final choice (data not shown).
3.5. Attentional auditory cues prevent synchronous visual

stimuli from undergoing adaptation

We have shown that sound causes previously adapted
concurrent visual targets to recover. Could the enhanced

salience imparted by the sound to the concurrent light

buffer it from visual adaptation and help it fade slower

than a second, identical light, but offset in time from the

sound? We devised a new experiment (adaptation

blocking task) to address the question. It differed from

previous experiments in two ways. From the trial’s start,

there was a sound concurrent with one of the targets,
and the targets alternately flickered back and forth until

one or both disappeared from perception. The observer

had to report whether the left or the right target faded

first. If sound selectively prevents or slows down the

adaptation of the co-occurring visual target, it should

fade after the target not synchronous with the

sound fades. Indeed, the co-occurring target was re-

ported to fade first on 21.4 ± 5.5% of all trials. This was
significantly less than chance (50%) for the group of

observers (n ¼ 7; v2c ¼ 21:73, corrected using Yates
correction for continuity, p < 0:001 1). In this experi-
ment, it is possible––in spite of the high visual presen-

tation frequency (2.1 Hz)––that observers knew which

target the sound was concurrent with, so cognitive

penetration may have contributed partly to the prefer-

ence. However, observers were explicitly warned to
judge target salience, not audio–visual synchrony, and

none stated to have explicitly used synchrony as a proxy

for salience. An account based on response bias would

be hard-pressed to explain why observers were biased to

respond for the synchronous target in the de-adaptation

task, but for the non-synchronous target in the blocking

task. Further, an endogenous attentional cue enhances

Troxler fading (Lou, 1999). This is in contrast to our
finding that auditory cues delayed fading, which implies

that the sound in our study was an exogenous, and not

an endogenous, cue (see Jonides, 1981 for differences

between exogenous and endogenous cueing). Summing

up, repetitive auditory cues both prevent lights syn-

chronized with them from undergoing adaptation and

cause previously adapted lights synchronous with them

to recover.
1 Heterogeneity v2 ¼ 5:94, p > 0:25, which justifies the pooling of

data.
3.6. Can sound improve the detection of a synchronous

subthreshold visual stimulus

We have shown that auditory stimuli can modulate

the perception of a visual stimulus that is not con-

sciously registered but does elicit some response in the

earliest sensory stages. We now ask whether sound can

modulate the detection of a visual stimulus. Detection is
related to adaptation, because adaptation to a visual

stimulus generally impairs its detection. There are,

however, important differences. The degree of adapta-

tion to a visual stimulus can be modulated in multiple

levels of the visual pathway, but the detection of a visual

stimulus may not.

To explore this contrast further, we investigated

whether repetitive auditory cues improve the detection
of visual stimulus. A single target, located either left or

right of fixation, flickered five times over the course of

each trial (Fig. 3, inset). On a given trial, there was either

a brief sound synchronous with the target, a sound not

synchronous with the target, or no sound at all. The

observer (n ¼ 6, five na€ıve) had to report whether the
target was left or right of fixation. The values of color

contrast were the same as those used in the first exper-
iment (see Fig. 1). The results, graphed in Fig. 3, dem-

onstrate that sound, regardless of whether or not it was

synchronous with the visual target, failed to improve

detection performance (see Stein et al., 1996; Wuerger,

Hofbauer, & Meyer, 2003 for converging evidence).

3.7. Can visual cues effectively substitute for auditory

cues?

Is the effect of the auditory attentional cue on the

recovery from and resistance to visual adaptation be-

cause the cue was an auditory stimulus or because it

helped guide attention to the visual target (or both)?
Replacing the auditory cues with visual cues will help

dissociate between the two possibilities. As a visual

analog to the auditory cue, a bright, horizontal line,

bilaterally symmetric about fixation, appeared for 14 ms

while either the left or the right target was on the screen

in the ‘‘cue on’’ phase (Fig. 4A, right). Thus, the line,

like the auditory cues of previous experiments, was a

temporal cue, and not a spatial one. Observers ðn ¼ 7Þ
weakly preferred the target simultaneous with the line

(Fig. 4B) on 57.6 ± 5.1% of all trials, 26% less than the

preference observed when auditory cues were used (cf.

Fig. 2).

The weaker effect of the line cue compared with the

sound could be because the line was not as salient as the

sound. However, the line was visually salient. We do not

think this was the case because the line was colored
white on a green background and was brighter than the

background. Nevertheless, in a second experiment, we

used an even more salient visual cue––a large, bright,
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Fig. 4. The effects of a visual attentional cue on recovery from visual adaptation (de-adaptation). (A) The sequence of stimuli and how the stimuli

physically appear in the adaptation (left) and post-adaptation ‘‘cue on’’ test (right) phases of each trial of the ‘‘line cue’’ experiment are shown. A

horizontally symmetric, bright, white line centered on the FP is flashed in synchrony with one of the targets (left in the figure) in the ‘‘cue on’’ phase.

(B) Individual and group mean (gray bar on right) reports of target salience on the ‘‘line cue’’ experiment are shown. (C) The sequence of stimuli and

how the stimuli physically appear in the adaptation (left) and post-adaptation ‘‘cue on’’ test (right) phases of each trial of the ‘‘line cue’’ experiment

are shown. A large, bright, white frame is flashed in synchrony with one of the targets (left in the figure) in the ‘‘cue on’’ phase. (D) Individual and

group mean (gray bar on right) reports of target salience on the ‘‘frame cue’’ experiment are shown.
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threshold target experiment is shown. The same values of color contrast as in Fig. 1A were used for the set of the same six observers. Each point is the

mean of 180 (30· 6 observers) trials. On a given trial, a sound was synchronous with the target (green circles and curve, see inset), the sound was
present but was not synchronous with the target (red crosses and curve), or there was no sound at all (blue squares and curve). Error bars are not

shown for purposes of clarity. The tiny shifts in the curves are accounted for solely by a large shift in author data. None of the na€ıve observers

showed this trend.
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highly visible frame circumscribing both targets (Fig.

4C). This change did not enhance the preference, how-

ever: observers ðn ¼ 8Þ preferred but weakly the target
simultaneous with the frame (mean ¼ 56.7 ± 5.0% of all
trials; Fig. 4D). In sum, in stark contrast to repetitive
auditory cues, repetitive visual cues failed to enhance the

saliance of the concurrent visual target.

This result is not too surprising in theory. The main

difference between visual and auditory cues––besides the

fact that they are of different modalities––is that visual
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cues, unlike auditory ones, must occupy discrete loca-

tions in space, which, in our experiments, are different

from the locations of the targets. Thus, repetitive visual

cues pull spatial attention away from targets located at

different positions from the cues, which reduces their

power to transiently enhance the signals of the targets

synchronous with them (Spence & Driver, 2000; Vroo-

men et al., 2001). Moreover, visual–visual suppression is
more potent than audio–visual suppression in masking

and inhibition of return (Spence, Lloyd, McGlone,

Nicholls, & Driver, 2000), which too would explain the

lower potency of the visual cue in enhancing attention to

the synchronous light. Regardless of cause, our experi-

ments are among the first, to our knowledge, to find that

an attentional cue of a different modality has a stronger

effect on perception than a cue of the same modality.
This implies there are functions a cross-modal cue can

perform that a cue of the same modality cannot.
4. Discussion

We have shown that repetitive auditory cues selec-

tively enhance the visibility of synchronous visual tar-

gets, preventing them from undergoing visual

adaptation and causing previously adapted targets to

recover. Thus, sound enhances visual perception by

momentarily enhancing the visual signal that is near

simultaneous with it. We offer a tentative account of our
findings. The sensory signal in response to the visual

stimulus competes with other signals from other visual

stimuli for awareness. Depending on a variety of factors,

including relative signal strength and the observer’s lo-

cus of attention, the higher-level cortical mechanisms

that gate or modulate conscious perception at the level

of objects will allow the stimulus to be consciously

perceived. If a cue helps focus one’s attention to a target
stimulus, the stimulus will be more likely, as compared

to its competitors, to be consciously perceived (Kastner,

De Weerd, Desimone, & Ungerleider, 1998). Audition

interacts with vision at the level of cortex. The brain

signal from the transient light that is synchronous with

the transient auditory cue is selectively enhanced. This

selective enhancement explains why a brief sound tem-

porarily causes previously adapted visual targets syn-
chronous with it to recover and prevents visual targets

synchronous with it from undergoing visual adaptation.

There is evidence for high-level influence on filling-in,

and Troxler fading, in particular. For instance, inter-

mediate-level surface- and object-based fading has been

observed (Ramachandran & Gregory, 1991). Prolonged

observation of filled-in motion including the blind spot

of one eye causes a motion aftereffect to be perceived in
the other eye, again arguing for high-level influence over

filling-in (Murakami, 1995). Patients with parietal le-

sions report accelerated Troxler fading (Holliday, Ken-
nard, & Ruddock, 1985; Mennemeier et al., 1994) and

fading of moving peripheral stimuli contralateral to

their brain lesion (Mennemeier et al., 1994); in contrast,

patients with frontal lesions rarely report Troxler fading

(Mennemeier et al., 1994). These neurological results

implicate high-level parietal and frontal areas in Troxler

fading. Thus, Troxler fading can be modulated at higher

levels of processing. Our study may be understood in
this context: a cue of a different modality modulates

filling-in at some stage beyond visual detection. In the

context of multisensory integration, our study adds to

the mounting evidence for high-level modulation of low-

level percepts in the multimodal (Calvert et al., 1997;

Giard & Peronnet, 1999; Laurienti et al., 2002; Shams

et al., 2001; Taylor-Clarke, Kennett, & Haggard, 2002)

and unimodal domains (Chauduri, 1990; Rees, Frith, &
Lavie, 1997).

On a different, and arguably, more important note,

this study is the first to show that an attentional cue of a

different modality (audition) can modulate the percep-

tion of a disappearance phenomenon (Troxler fading).

Our data further indicate what effects a cross-modal

attention cue has on perception––it can enhance per-

ception of an above-threshold stimulus, but cannot im-
prove detection of a sub-threshold stimulus. Two

accounts have been provided of disappearance phe-

nomena––sensory suppression (Blake, 1989; Burbeck &

Kelly, 1984) and higher-level selection (Logothetis,

1998; MacKay, 1986). Undoubtedly, Troxler fading re-

sults from local adaptation––a form of sensory sup-

pression (Clarke & Belcher, 1962; Kotulak & Schor,

1986; Millodot, 1967). On the other hand, by all indi-
cations, the sound in our study was an attentional or

selectional cue. Our study is among the first, therefore,

to demonstrate that one mechanism, namely selection,

can compensate, transiently and in part, for another,

namely sensory suppression, thereby implying that the

two mechanisms are inter-related.

Influential studies have claimed that filling-in is not

an active process, but one based on mid-level long-range
disinhibition or post-inhibitory rebound. Hardage &

Tyler (1995) showed that the twinkle aftereffect observed

in a visual patch following stimulation by a dynamic

noise stimulus of a surrounding patch was dissociable

from the filling-in that occured during stimulation,

which supports the inhibition–disinhibition account of

filling-in. Tyler & Hardage (1998) further showed that

the disinhibition was restricted to the magnocellular
system (no aftereffect in equiluminant noise or by noise

below a temporal frequency of 5 Hz). In the context of

this evidence, perhaps the sound in our study momen-

tarily disinhibited the synchronous visual target––a

transient disinhibition that lived and died with the

sound––and, thereby provided a brief recovery from the

visual adaptation. The fast temporal characteristics of

the magno system render it suitable as a basis for the
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fast disinhibition. We believe neurophysiological studies

will furnish the most rigorous test of our account.
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